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Future use of life-cycle assessment in civil engineering

A LimesNet mission to Chalmers University of Technology, in Sweden, is reported in this paper. The aim of the mission was to explore new ways of exploiting the untapped potential of life-cycle assessment, its application in the civil engineering and construction industries and, specifically, to debate the associated trade-off decisions for reinforced concrete structures (buildings and civil engineering). Life-cycle assessment is an important tool in sustainable design; engineers need robust life-cycle assessment data and must balance this with operational performance considerations (e.g. energy consumption, durability). Through the mission it was clear that much could be learned from the Swedish experience. The UK team noted the importance of life-cycle assessment studies which allow building performance and construction products to be benchmarked and the role of emerging European standards (e.g. product category rules for construction and the development of environmental product declarations). Valuable lessons exist for consulting engineers and materials manufacturers, and there is a need for the greater inclusion of life-cycle assessment skills in the civil engineering education curriculum.

1. Introduction: about the mission
LimesNet (the network for low-impact materials and innovative engineering solutions for the built environment, an Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)-funded project, EP/I004219/1) aimed to create an international multi-disciplinary community who share a common vision for the development and adoption of innovative low-impact materials and solutions in order to help deliver a more sustainable built environment. The aim of the LimesNet mission described in this paper was to convene a UK–Sweden workshop to explore new ways of tackling the problem of life-cycle assessment (LCA) and associated trade-off decisions for concrete structures in building and civil engineering. The UK-based authors visited Chalmers University of Technology, in Goteborg, Sweden on 22–23
March 2012, where their visit was hosted by Dr Pernilla Gluch from the civil and environmental engineering department and Dr Henrikke Baumann (Baumann and Tillman, 2004), from the energy and environment department. The university has been a leader in the area of LCA since 1990 and hosts the Swedish Life-Cycle Centre (see http://lifecyclecenter.se/); it has worked with major global companies such as ABB, Skanska and Volvo, and undertaken specific studies on packaging, pulp and paper, timber and construction materials. Although the focus was on LCA, a combination of presentations and discussions enabled the mission team and the host researchers to debate a wide range of related subjects, including conceptual design of sustainable buildings using concrete, using non-Portland cements in concrete construction, measuring raw material sustainability, product assessment and environmental product declarations (EPDs), responsible sourcing of construction products, long-term strategic planning and maintenance of UK infrastructure and carbon footprinting for road pavements. By the end of the mission it was clear that much could be learned from the Swedish LCA experts and there was significant opportunity for further collaboration to exchange knowledge and discuss developments in the UK. The UK team noted the importance of multi-company LCA studies that allow companies or products to be benchmarked and also raised the topical work of CEN TC/350, such as ISO 15804 (Product category rules for construction (BSI, 2012)) and the development of EPDs (BSI, 2010b, 2011b), discussed in detail in this paper. There was also a debate around assumptions used in LCA and how to predict the availability of materials in the future. This culminated in an interesting link being made between research on various scoring methods for the amount of natural resources in the world (Harrison et al., 2011) and the use of futures methods in the construction industry (Goodier et al., 2010) – such methods could be harnessed as part of a novel LCA methodology. A common theme was the apparent gap in the development of engineers’ and construction professionals’ skills in using LCA; it was felt that LCA was generally not included in the civil engineering curriculum in the UK. This is a genuine opportunity for civil engineering: LCA need not be the sole domain of environmental/energy specialists. There is a need to embed LCA in the curriculum such that the engineers of tomorrow are aware and prepared to use its results within the design process. Indeed, with civil engineers designing and building infrastructure with design lives of 30, 100 or even 150 years, it is imperative that they at least possess a basic understanding of LCA principles, if not the skills to apply them directly.

2. An industry in transition

Construction and civil engineering as an industry creates high-profile structures, critical infrastructure and transport systems, yet has frequently been berated for its lack of forward thinking and poor performance, commercially, and for projects in which performance has been incommensurate with intended service lives (DTI, 2001; Fairclough, 2002; Foresight, 2008; Goodier et al., 2007). The industry is often perceived as lagging behind in adopting novel technologies, materials, practices and processes (Egan, 1998; Foresight, 2008; Goodier and Pan, 2010), yet designers are prevented from taking advantage of novel solutions (e.g. those with lower environmental impacts) because when these are developed, their journey into the marketplace and into specifications is slow and often tortuous. In contrast, conventional materials, codes and standards are based, in many cases, on more than 100 years of use and experience, such that there is confidence in their general behaviour. This principle remains true for innovation in respect of sustainability; while there may be a strong ethos to innovate to minimise environmental impacts, there may be a range of practical, regulatory or cultural challenges to doing so.

Requirements to minimise the carbon footprint of projects are increasingly recognised by some infrastructure clients. For example, the Environment Agency has committed to reduce carbon in everything it does, and share experiences with others (EA, 2010). An analysis of capital flood risk management schemes undertaken by the Environment Agency has shown that 25% of the carbon footprint associated with construction work relates to the use of concrete and more specifically Portland cement (Mason et al., 2011). Relative to its other ingredients, Portland cement (CEM I) has a high embodied environmental impact. There are two main environmental impacts associated with CEM I: depletion of abiotic resources – limestone, clay and other resources extracted for use as raw feed (Huntzinger and Eatmon, 2009); and carbon dioxide emissions from burning fuels in the rotary kiln and thermal decomposition of lime (Cembureau, 2006). Used with CEM I, materials such as fly ash and ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS) can help, but there are also opportunities to reduce environmental impacts in other phases of the life cycle of a structure.

In 2011, the Environment Agency commissioned work to assess the embodied carbon dioxide (eCO2) of concrete used in flood risk management infrastructure, with a view to assessing whether there was an opportunity to use alternative solutions and/or radical or novel materials to reduce the carbon footprint (Mason et al., 2011). A balanced assessment of durability for novel concretes (that use primarily non-Portland cement binders to reduce carbon emissions) proved too difficult to address, so the eCO2 of concrete was taken as the carbon dioxide emissions associated with production, manufacture, transport and installation of the material (i.e. the eCO2 at the point of use). The main source of data was the Environment Agency’s construction carbon calculator (EA-CCC), an Excel spreadsheet-based tool that gives a list of tCO2/t for typical activities and materials used (EA, 2011). This was complemented by data for the eCO2 of the main
This is likely to be amplified when other aspects of the full life cycle are considered (e.g. in building structures where operational (in-use) aspects are more significant than those of production). Indeed, research on embodied and operational carbon dioxide emissions of timber and masonry houses (Arup, 2006) has concluded that the difference in eCO₂ for timber frame and concrete masonry construction is 4% for a typical house, which can be offset in 11 years when thermal mass is exploited; whole life carbon dioxide emissions for concrete masonry construction are significantly lower than timber, ranging from 7% to 17% when thermal mass is exploited.

These examples show that assessment of the environmental impacts of materials in the civil engineering context is complex, but it is important to be able to broaden out beyond key indicators (such as carbon and waste) to include climate change, ozone depletion, acidification of land and water, eutrophication, material depletion and waste production. These are all typically included in LCA studies, as discussed next.

3. The status of LCA

Life-cycle assessment is ‘the process of evaluating the effects that a product has on the environment over the entire period of its life cycle... extraction and processing; manufacture; transport and distribution; use; re-use and maintenance; recycling and final disposal’ (UNEP, 1996). It is used to inform decisions on material selection to better understand, measure and reduce environmental impacts, hence it is sometimes referred to as environmental LCA. LCA procedures are harmonised in ISO14040:2010 and ISO14044:2010 (BSI, 2006a, 2006b), and a growing number of published LCA studies now exists in the civil and structural engineering domain. Although not an exhaustive list, such studies include

- studies of civil engineering infrastructure (e.g. Santero et al. (2011a), focusing on a comparison of concrete and asphalt pavement for highway construction; Huang et al. (2012), which explores the challenges around undertaking LCA for pavement construction, specifically in terms of the sensitivity of different assumptions within the methodology)
- building structures (e.g. Ochsendorf et al. (2011) in which an LCA is developed for concrete and timber residential properties in different areas of the USA to explore the relationship between embodied and operational energy of these typical construction approaches)
- construction products (e.g. Gábel and Tillman (2005), which covers environmental impacts in cement production, but many LCA studies have also been published by individual material suppliers/manufacturers).

However, LCA studies can sometimes be influenced by vested interest, incomplete life cycles, and a lack of rigour and disclosure of methodological choices; there are anecdotal reports of some LCA reports being suppressed because the results were somewhat unexpected. Importantly, methodological choices depend on the purpose of the study, but people may not agree on the purpose of a study and the objectives and assumptions may not always be well explained. As a result, there can be a lack of transparency in and comparability between LCA results. The ISO standards do not prescribe methodological choices, so that individual studies may adopt those most appropriate to their domain. This leaves the challenge for any industry or material sector to agree and adopt one or more sets of standard approaches (Santero et al., 2011b) in order to provide transparent and comparable LCA results. This is necessary, both to promote the science of LCA in the domain, but also to provide designers, who are not usually LCA experts, with the information necessary to estimate the environmental impacts of design choices. Hence, there is little discussion and no agreement between practitioners on the effects of different LCA methods (e.g. inventory, definitions of use phase, allocation to by-products or end-of-life scenarios).

The use of LCA results by practising engineers is currently very limited and previous studies have identified a strong need to include LCA education (among other things) in engineering curricula to prepare students for sustainability challenges and transition (e.g. Allenby, 2007; Dwyer and Byrne, 2010; Gutierrez-Martín and Hüttenhain, 2003). Recent UK guidance on the embodied impacts of construction products is helpful (Anderson and Thornback, 2012) and in education, the university of Dundee includes a full module on LCA in its masters programme for civil engineering; the students appear to adapt well to the systematic nature of LCA. However, these initiatives on their own are not sufficient to meet the full needs of the design and asset management community.

An intervention could be made at policy level, underpinned by government organisations such as the Technology Strategy Board, whose resource efficiency strategy aim states: ‘we believe the UK should support the wider adoption of life-cycle
thinking through the use of indicators and quantitative methods, such as life-cycle assessment, embedded carbon and embedded water’ (Technology Strategy Board, 2009, p. 33). Recent research has also concluded that public databases of LCA studies, more research on life-cycle costing of environmental impacts (Ochsendorf et al., 2011), standardised frameworks for LCA (Santero et al., 2011b) and research to address the issue of complexity in LCA (Zamagni et al., 2012) are needed urgently.

4. Counting materials in LCA

Resource efficiency is an example of the crucial components of sustainable development and strategic priorities for policy and research (European Commission, 2011; UK government, 2011; WRAP, 2010). Consequently, when measuring the environmental impact of a project, the use of raw materials is an essential part of this; but it is also often a sector-specific challenge. Consumption of raw materials forms part of the environmental impact of a civil engineering project, for which ‘total material requirement’ (TMR) and ‘abiotic depletion potential’ (ADP) are the current favoured approaches in measurement terms. TMR is a measure of the total mass of raw materials required to produce the finished product (BRE, 2007). Although the data required for calculation are usually readily available, TMR is compromised by its inability to distinguish between scarce and abundant material (any measure of resource efficiency should ideally take into account the proximity to exhaustion of a given resource), whereas ADP achieves this by incorporating terms for the reserve base and rate of extraction of a given resource within it (Adriaanse et al., 1997; Van Oers et al., 2002). However, more detailed analysis of ADP indicates that scarcity is not well represented by the indicator – the emphasis is placed on the size of the reserve base, which is not a good measure of scarcity because it overlooks factors such as accessibility. Harrison et al. (2011) have developed an indicator as an attempt to better reflect resource scarcity, the ‘current scarcity score’ (CSS). Along with abiotic resources, which are normally represented by such metrics, the indicator incorporates biotic resources, water use and the findings of the EU raw materials initiative (RMI) (Raw Materials Supply Group, 2010). Yet this indicator finds itself excluded from LCA applications conducted in accordance with ISO 14044 (BSI, 2006), owing to its use of weighting factors and debate on whether sufficient data are available to permit biotic resources to be incorporated in a meaningful way. The challenge of developing a version that is wholly compatible is therefore an attractive one.

Nevertheless, if it is accepted that, despite some clear shortcomings that need to be tackled, LCA is a robust tool and, therefore, potentially helpful in civil engineering and construction decision making, then there is still a problem with scope – LCA only considers environmental issues. The true ‘cost’ of winning resources and undertaking projects would surely also take social and societal factors into account (such as labour rights, community impact and engagement), hence addressing issues of social responsibility (BSI, 2010a). Efforts have been made in the LCA community to include social and economic dimensions into life-cycle modelling (e.g. Baumann et al., 2012; Gluch and Baumann, 2004; Steen, 2005), but the many dimensions of sustainability have yet to be merged into a coherent life-cycle modelling framework (although the International Society for Industrial Ecology has provided a platform for exchange and meetings on life-cycle sustainability assessment since 2011, see http://www.is4ie.org/).

Currently, Skaar and Fet (2011) contend that integrated reporting of economic, social and environmental aspects exists only at the level of ‘the corporation’, calling for methods that include both the extended supply chain and the product life cycle. One pathway is provided by BS 8905 (BSI, 2011a), which provides a framework for the sustainable use of materials (by including a range of parameters, alongside LCA-type data). There are fundamental problems in introducing such an approach in construction, however, such as the industry’s piecemeal understanding of the social and ethical dimensions of business (Murray and Dainty, 2009), differences in project participants’ values towards sustainability (Fellows and Liu, 2008) and the widely acknowledged complexity of assessing sustainability performance more holistically (Cole, 1998, 1999; Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008). This discussion relates closely to the emergent subject of ‘responsible sourcing’ (Glass, 2011). Although there is no single definition for responsible sourcing, it refers to a standardised approach to the management of sustainability issues associated with materials in the construction supply chain, usually as a means to procure materials with a certified provenance (BRE, 2009; BSI, 2009). Glass et al. (2012) note that this is a complex issue, which requires the involvement of manufacturers, clients, contractors and designers, but they argue that such an approach provides the social, ethical and moral narrative that LCA arguably omits.

5. Embedding LCA in established assessment schemes

In the UK, the BRE’s ‘Ecopoint’ system (Dickie and Howard, 2000; Howard et al., 1999) utilises an LCA approach similar to that required for EPDs. In this example, credits are awarded in BREEAM (the Building Research Establishment environmental assessment method), based on the Green Guide to Specification (Anderson et al., 2009), for a number of building elements (such as external and internal walls, roof, upper floor slabs). The Ecopoint system is not 100% compliant with ISO 14040 (BSI, 2006a); it is based on a single, weighted point score and ‘Ecopoint’ values for individual materials are not publicised. As a result, the scheme’s value for design development is somewhat limited at this time. Other rating schemes such as ‘Leadership in
energy and environmental design’ (Leed) that do not currently have LCA credits are in the process of developing them (see http://www.leeduser.com/credit/Pilot-Credits/PC1). In the forthcoming version of ‘Ceequal’, the civil engineering environmental assessment awards scheme (see www.ceequal.com), there will be two mandatory questions on LCA, but teams are also asked about LCA in the context of the contribution of the project towards the achievement of a more sustainable society. This update to Ceequal provides a strong indication that expectations are set to change in sustainability terms, not least because requirements to minimise environmental footprint are increasingly recognised by clients and asset owners.

The main challenge of embedding LCA in green building rating schemes is to develop the methodology and benchmarks needed to embed LCA effectively and legitimately in such schemes (Ove Arup, 2012), but the use of LCA is in fact much more diverse than scheme-related LCA. Although the schemes are important, the use of LCA for strategic learning in industry and for research should not be forgotten. One study on corporate use of LCA has shown that it was used mainly for organisational learning (Baumann, 1998; Frankl and Rubik, 2000), such as identification of organisational location for environmental risks or development of new, in-house eco-design rules. Despite these advantages, for both practical and historical reasons, expertise in LCA often remains concentrated within disciplines that generally lie outside the civil engineering community. Most LCA studies are carried out by expert practitioners using dedicated software packages (such as SimaPro or Pems), so it is a specialist field within environmental systems analysis. Moreover, professionals, as well as lay-people, can struggle to understand and interpret LCA mental systems analysis. Moreover, professionals, as well as lay-people, can struggle to understand and interpret LCA.

6. Future prospects

So, where does this leave us? Even if LCA data, plus accompanying user tools and the skills to apply them, were available, there is a problem of forecasting what characteristics the future might actually hold for any given project. An understanding and appreciation of the future should arguably be a fundamental requirement in this sector because the civil engineering supply chain designs, builds and increasingly manages and operates civil infrastructure and structures that will be used over many decades, with the design life of major infrastructure often being 100 or even 150 years. The civil engineering community needs to expand its planning horizons to prepare for potential future events, trends and operating environments (Foresight, 2008; Goodier and Pan, 2010; Harty et al., 2007), yet construction companies appear reluctant to engage in planning beyond a few years, or past the next project, and there is little evidence of a formal process in the formulation of long-term strategies. (Basic strategic planning is conducted, but the process relies on SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) or PESTEL (political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal)/Steep type analyses (Betts and Ofori, 1992; Brightman et al., 1999; Goodier et al., 2010; Price, 2003) and focuses more on company business or market strategy rather than structure or infrastruc-ture.) Some examples exist, in the form of future scenarios for a place, a technology or a sector (e.g. Foresight, 2006; Goodier and Pan, 2010), but are rarely used to inform company or design strategy. This contrasts with other sectors that routinely use scenario planning and other future techniques to help shape their long-range planning (Eden and Ackermann, 1998; Hiemstra, 2006). The marked reluctance in construction to plan for the long term is said to be due to the relative volatility of the market and a perceived lack of control over factors external to the organisation (Goodier et al., 2010), but this is stifling the development of future-focused design and construction approaches.

There is much to gain, however; Kaethner and Burridge (2012) suggest that, on a typically sized non-domestic building,
through careful specification, a structural engineer could save their lifetime’s personal carbon footprint. Yet a cultural change to embed and enact this idea in everyday practice can take time. In Sweden, a regular survey of the construction industry’s environmental attitudes and practices has shown that it takes at least 10 years for companies to go from awareness about sustainability issues to having an array of sustainability practices implemented in their business (Thuvander et al., 2011). The survey noted that evidence of life-cycle thinking is found mainly in materials databases, procurement procedures and as a decision-making parameter for source separation and other waste management practices.

One particular opportunity, pertaining to sustainability, is to combine the science of futures-based research with quantitative analysis mechanisms within LCA to explore possible futures in a more numerical way, which might work more effectively than purely qualitative approaches. Certainly there is scope for new models and tools in this area. It is pertinent that the aforementioned study for the Environment Agency (Mason et al., 2011) attempted to provide infrastructure engineers with data on cements, precast concrete, cladding, local aggregates and reinforcement steel. They concentrated on limiting cradle-to-gate effects, but end-of-life issues and a balanced assessment of durability proved too difficult to address (despite its obvious importance), so there is another interesting opportunity there, notwithstanding underlying concerns about the veracity of the concept of future forecasting, as noted by authors such as Gardner (2010). Alternatively, Trinius and Sjostrom (2007) propose a modular approach to understand environmental issues through the life cycle of a product or building, based on the developing international standards in the area. They contend that such standards need to be integrated into business models that are applied in the sector and call for more meaningful use of quantifiable data, for example within EPDs. However, 5 years after their paper was published, very few EPDs exist for construction materials and sectors have only recently begun to mobilise themselves to address this fundamental gap. Furthermore, Zamagni et al. (2012) acknowledge the tension between the need for greater fidelity and the need for better usability of LCA; they suggest that knowledge needs to be made available with ‘tolerable uncertainty’.

7. Conclusion

There is clearly a set of challenges currently constraining the development and application of LCA in civil engineering projects and practices. The result is that engineers’ ability to create low-impact buildings and sustainable infrastructure is being hindered. LCA is an important tool in sustainable design; engineers need robust LCA data and hence need to balance this with other performance considerations. However, most UK civil engineering and construction courses do not prepare engineers to interpret/employ LCA within decision making, so there is currently a skills and knowledge gap. The LimesNet mission found that Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden had

- a systematic approach to the education of all engineers on LCA techniques, regardless of discipline background
- a close interaction with industry to commission LCA studies and industry deployed the results directly into the production environment
- a strengthening research community around LCA and life-cycle management.

The UK authors of this paper intend to pursue a number of novel research and educational trajectories that have emerged from this mission, including ideas for developments within metrics, tools, implementation and education associated with LCA.
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